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The world’s leading and comprehensive community of experts making location information:

- Findable
- Accessible
- Interoperable
- Reusable
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Who am I?

- Urban & City planning
- Civil Engineering
- Environmental Engineering
- Earth Sciences
- Computer Science
- ...

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

- Disaster response
- Emergency management
- Decision making
- ...

- Climate
- Water
- Agriculture
- Disaster
- ...

- Airport maps & airspace configs
- Flight plans
- Drones
- Commercial space
- ...

- Where's the nearest available hospital/funeral home?
- Where are the high risk populations?
- Where and when should we lock down?
- ...
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What is OGC?

A Hub for thought leadership, innovation, and standards for all things related to location

Our Vision
Building the future of location with community and technology for the good of society

Our Mission
Make location information Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable (FAIR)

Our Approach:
A proven collaborative and agile process combining consensus-based standards, innovation projects, and partnership building
Domains & Applications

Addressing Agriculture Requirements in OGC
Smart Agriculture for a changing world

OGC
ogc.org

Seeking Sponsors for OGC Disaster Pilot 2021
Supporting decision makers and responders in times of crisis

OGC
ogc.org

Request For Information: OGC Health SDI Study
Developing a Health Emergencies Data Model and Designing a Health Spatial Data Infrastructure

OGC
ogc.org

The OGC Environmental Data Retrieval API
Simple access to big data

ogc.org

Call For Sponsors: OGC – IHO Federated Marine SDI Demonstration Pilot

ogc.org
Shaping the future of location AND making a positive impact on the world!
Happy International Women’s Day
Contact info@ogc.org to schedule a meeting for an in-depth discussion with OGC staff and join our community today!

Thank You!

Community
500+ International Members
110+ Member Meetings
60+ Alliance and Liaison partners
50+ Standards Working Groups
45+ Domain Working Groups
25+ Years of Not for Profit Work
10+ Regional and Country Forums

Innovation
120+ Innovation Initiatives
380+ Technical reports
Quarterly Tech Trends monitoring

Standards
65+ Adopted Standards
300+ products with 1000+ certified implementations
1,700,000+ Operational Data Sets
Using OGC Standards